
WATERPROOFING COMPOUND

SURFACE PREPARATION

Remove all loose and weather-beaten materials by vigorous brushing with wire
brush. 
Wash the surface with washing powder and subsequently was with plain water. 
Treat any remaining fungal growth with proprietary fungicide as recommended. 
Allow surface to dry thoroughly and to allow moisture to evaporate. 
Fill cracks and voids with paste of HAWKSHIELD. - take appropriate quantity of
HAWKSHIELD and add water to make a paste. Fill the cracks and voids, wait till it
sets, then press and level with trowel.
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SINGLE COMPONENT CEMENTATIOUS WATERPROOF MEMBRANE COAT 

HAWKSHIELD is single component cementitious waterproof
membrane: blend of OPC, fine treated silica sand, active minerals,
crystalline properties, active earther etc. when mixed with water and
applied as a coating layer, the active chemicals in the layer penetrates the
concrete substrate and causes a catalytic reaction which generates a non-
soluble crystalline formation of dendritic fibers deep within the pores
and capillary tracts of concrete. This process causes concrete mass to
become permanently sealed against the penetration of liquids and
moistures from any direction. 

HAWKSHIELD is brush applied which cures by reaction with
atmospheric moisture to give a continuous film which is elastic. It
contains leafing which gives excellent UV resistance. It cures to a
permanent flexible seamless membrane which by virtue of its chemical
reactivity in the wet stage has good adhesion to a wide range of
substrates given proper preparation such as waterproofing, slates, tiles,
asbestos, concrete, brick, wood, glass and metal.

Due to the inherent composition of tested chemical properties besides
waterproofing, HAWKSHIELD offers a wide range of solutions for
various Industrials application: Flooring, Repairs etc. (Refer application
area)



Packaging

Roof – Flat and sloping, GI and AC Sheets, Parapets, Sunshades. Walls External &
Internal, Swimming Pools, Decks, Podium, Water Tank, Sumps, Basement, Marine
Flooring, Industrial Flooring, Abattoirs, Pharmaceuticals, Cold Rooms, Hospital, Lite to
Heavy Traffic Movement etc.

AREA OF APPLICATION

20kg
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CLEAN UP: Remove any excess material with water & damp cloth, while mortar is still in the wet condition. Tools & equipment
should be cleaned with water before the mortar dries.

Shelf Life
Up to 12 months in
unopened bags, well stored
in cool drying condition

The Dry film thickness of HAWKSHIELD should be less than 0.5mm or more than
0.75mm per coat. The primer coat should be very thin. Rough or textured surfaces will
reduce the coverage rate initially and consequently more material must be allowed to
achieve the dry film thickness. HAWKSHSHIELD IS A MEMBRANE COATING
AND NOT A PAINT AND SUCH PROTECTION IS ONLY ACHIEVE WITH
HIGH BUILD FILM, THAT IS 3.0MM TO 3.5MM.
 
Extra coat is recommended on uneven and joined surface, cracks, pinholes, thin patches
etc. Brushing cross strokes for better bonding, protection and secured sealing of surfaces.
 
Coating to be carried out at interval of 4.00 hrs, to 6.00 hrs between coats at low
temperature morning and evening for effective bonding, curing and excellent results.

Application Procedure


